I. INTRODUCTION
Analytical models [I,2] developed in the past have been very useful for considering photon extraction from semiconductor LED chips in limiting cases. Taking advantage of high-speed computation platforms available today, we approach the problem with a numerical Monte Carlo ray-tracing technique which promises greater range of validity. Photon extraction from LED chips is difficult for several reasons.
Absorption by the medium and contacts prevent many of the internally generated photons from ever reaching exposed chip surfaces in the first place. A substantial fraction of the photons that do reach the surface end up being internally reflected because critical angles at chip surfaces are typically small due to the large index of refraction mismatch between the semiconductor LED chip and its surrounding medium. Although each photon may encounter a number of these processes, it is straight-forward to keep track of photon traversal history numerically. Therefore Monte Carlo techniques well-suited for simulating photon extraction.
II. MODEL
Figure illustrates the T-1 3/4 LED lamp, which is used as the prototype structure in our Monte Carlo particle simulation. The particles used are classical photons (corpuscles) which obey the rules of geometrical optics. A simulation is performed with an ensemble of randomly generated photons, and the processes which each photon encounters (e.g., medium absorption, transmission/reflection at interfaces) are governed by probabilistic models. We The book consists of two parts that represent two major directions in the field: development of new transforms and development of transform-based signal and image processing algorithms. The first part contains four chapters devoted to recent advances in transforms for image compression and switching and logic design and to new fast transforms for digital holography and tomography. In the second part, advanced transform-based signal and image algorithms are considered: signal and image local adaptive restoration methods and two complementing families of signal and image resampling algorithms, fast transform-based discrete sincinterpolation and spline-theory-based ones.
Topics and Features:
 The subject of the book is of a fundamental importance in digital signal and image processing. 
